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The choices made when there are “no choices”...
Woman Found Dead

A murder investigation has been launched after a young woman was found dead in her North London home. The 25-year-old was pronounced dead minutes after she was discovered in her flat, on Orchard Estate, having suffered stab wounds.

Police are awaiting formal identification but believe that the woman was Chloe Trelorean.

Police and the ambulance service were called at around 7.30 pm to reports of a disturbance. A 3 year old boy, who police say was in the house at the time of the incident, though unharmed, was also taken to hospital as a precaution.

Police have revealed no details about any suspects but said inquiries are continuing.

Neighbours living in the block described hearing a “hysterical” cry coming from the property at around 7pm. A woman living close to the victim’s home described hearing a “very distressed sounding female”. The woman, 45, who did not give her name, added: “I thought it was foxes fighting at first”.

A retired couple, known to the victim, said “it was a terrible shock” and “a real tragedy”.

Another neighbour, Mr Ward, said he heard the sound of a window breaking and a person shouting: “please, please, please”

The investigation continues.
RICO TRELOREAN
[Chloe’s brother. Runs Orchard Estate aka “O Block”.]
Played by TJ

LEO JONES
[Rico’s right hand man. The level headed of the two]
Played by Xavier

JEROME GRAY
[Chloe’s fiancé. Grew up in Trowbridge Estate aka “T Block”. Works full time at the local gym as a fitness instructor and personal trainer]
Played by Michael

PATRICK STEWART
[The father of Chloe’s son, Josh. An absent father and “recovering” alcoholic]
Played by Danny

PEDRO AWAR
[Runs “T block”. Old school friends with Jerome. Rico’s rival]
Played by Youngsam (developed by JJ)

ROTIMI AWAR
[Pedro’s younger brother. A promising student]
Played by Craig

MR BROWN
[Owns “Mr Brown’s One Stop Shop”, located on “O Block”. Local busy body]
Played by Gem
Room 2 Creative Arts Company has been working with men at Pentonville prison for the last 6 weeks (2 days a week).

The project aims to give participants a greater understanding of improvisation and performance techniques and an understanding of what goes into devising and staging a production.

The programme also aims to help participants develop socially and as individuals by developing interpersonal skills, personal confidence and self awareness and by providing them with a positive socialization experience in a pro-social environment.

This is also achieved by allowing learners to explore issues related to their offending behaviour and their social environments and by providing them with the opportunity to discuss and explore these issues in a safe space protected by the anonymity of characters.

Today’s sharing is the group’s opportunity to present some of what they have learned and explored over the last 6 weeks.

Enjoy!